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Abstract

Two cadmium compounds containing the aspartate ligand are described, with compositions Cd(AspH)NO3 and Cd(Asp). The

crystal structure of the first shows it is a two dimensional polymer in which each cadmium is coordinated to seven oxygen atoms,

four from carboxylates and three from the nitrate moiety which acts both as a chelate and as a bridging ligand. For Cd(Asp), 111Cd

NMR studies suggests the presence of Cd�/NH2 interaction. # 2002 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Though not as widely known to the general public as

lead’s, cadmium’s toxicity is considerably larger [1]. As

is the case with lead, the specific chemical interactions

responsible for cadmium’s toxicity are mostly unknown,

although there has been some evidence that it mainly

interferes in Zn2� and Ca2� sites and metabolism. The

Cd uptake level is influenced by the calcium concentra-

tions in the diet in a similar way as Lead, i.e. decreased

by the increase of Ca intake [2]. The affinity that Cd2�

ion shows toward calcium binding sites, which are rich

in aspartyl and glutamyl residues, has led to its use as a

tool in studies of calcium binding sites in many systems

as calbindin D9K [3].

Similarities between cadmium and lead have been

pointed out before, as one of several pairs of elements

related by a knight’s movement in the periodic table [4].

And just like lead’s, classification of cadmium in the

HSAB scheme has given problems, with some authors

placing it among the soft acids, in agreement with

Pearson’s original papers [5] while others consider it

borderline [6].

The behaviour of cadmium towards aminoacids has

been studied both in solution and in the solid state.

Stability constants for the 1:1 complexes are found to be

consistently lower than for the corresponding lead

complexes, usually for a little less than a logarithmic

unit [7]. Several crystal structures of Cadmium�/ami-

noacid complexes have been described [8]. The diversity

of complexation modes is remarkable; from simple

molecular structures with chelating aminoacid moieties,

to polymeric structures where one or more of the donor

groups are not coordinated to the metal.

In a recent paper, we reported two different lead

complexes with aspartate, Pb(Asp) and Pb(AspH)NO3

[9]. The X-ray structure of the latter showed it forms a

three dimensional polymeric network in which each lead

atom is coordinated only to oxygen atoms, from both

carboxyl groups and the nitrate ion, while spectroscopic

studies suggested amine group coordination in the

former. Here, we present two cadmium�/aspartate com-

plexes with equivalent composition to those of lead, and

discuss comparatively their structures.
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2. Experimental

Cadmium nitrate tetrahydrate and cadmium oxide

were purchased from Aldrich; L-aspartic acid and L-
aspartic acid monosodium salt hydrate from Sigma

Chemical Co. Elemental analysis were carried out by

Desert Analytics, Tucson, AZ.

2.1. Preparation of Cd(AspH)(NO3) (I)

To 5 mmol of Cd(NO3)2 �/4H2O dissolved in 25 ml of

water, 5 mmol of NaAspH in 25 ml of water were added
and pH adjusted to 4.3 with 1 M NaOH. The solution

was left to stand and colourless prismatic crystals were

collected after a few weeks. Anal . Calc. for

Cd(C4H6N2O7): C, 15.68; H, 1.96; N, 9.15. Found: C,

15.63; H, 2.08; N, 8.89%.

2.2. Preparation of Cd(Asp) (II)

Five mmol AspH2 were dissolved in 150 ml of warm
water and to this solution 2.5 mmol finely ground CdO

were added in small portions, allowing for the solid CdO

to dissolve after each addition. The clear solution was

evaporated with the formation of a glassy material

which analysed for Cd(Asp) �/1.5H2O. Anal . Calc. for

CdC4H6O5.5N: C, 17.76; H, 2.96; N, 5.18. Found: C,

17.32; H, 2.81; N, 5.02%.

2.3. Crystallography

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction data for 1 were

measured at 298 K on a Bruker P4 diffractometer using

common procedures [10] and a correction for absorption

effect was applied based on 50 c-scans with x close to

908. The structure was solved and refined using standard

procedures [11], without restraints nor constraints. H
atoms were placed on idealised positions and refined

using a riding model with fixed isotropic U . The

refinement of a Flack parameter [12] confirmed the

absolute configuration of the enantiopure amino acid

AspH to be C3-S. Pertinent crystal data are collected in

Table 1 and complete crystallographic information is

deposited as a CIF file.

2.4. NMR spectroscopy

The 111Cd CP-MAS NMR were recorded on a

VARIAN Unity-Plus 300 MHz spectrometer operating

at 63.602 MHz with a 7.5 ms pulse. A 7 mm diameter

silicon nitride rotor with kel-F caps was used. The rotor

spin rate was kept between 3.5 and 5 KHz for all

experiments, with a delay time between 5 and 10 s and
between 500 and 10 000 transients were accumulated, 1�/

2.5 ms of contact time for cross polarisation was used,

0.05 s of acquisition time. CdCO3 was used as external

reference (�/30 ppm). Spectra were recorded using total

side band suppression when side bands were not well

removed by spinning. Processing was made using a 20�/

40.11 Hz of line broadening, with the exception of the

compound (II) spectra, where a 530 Hz line broadening
was used. 13C-CP-MAS NMR were recorded on the

same spectrometer operating at 75.430 MHz, acquisition

time 0.05 s. Typical contact times employed were of 1.25

ms; pulse width of 8.5 mS, and delay time of 4 s.

Processing was made with zero filling and a line broad-

ening of 20.33 Hz.

Solution 1H NMR was made at 299.950 MHz with a

VT-Switchable broad band probe; acquisition time
2.503 s, pulse of 458 (7.5 ms). Processing was made

with zero filling and a line broadening apodisation of 1

Hz. In a typical experiment 32 transients were collected.

D2O was used as a solvent and pD was fixed with either

DCl or NaOD.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Crystal structure

Relevant bond distances and angles for complex 1 are

displayed in Table 2. The asymmetric unit contains one

metal centre, one aspartate ligand and one nitrate ion,

Table 1

Crystal data

Empirical formula C4H6CdN2O7

Formula weight 306.51

Crystal system orthorhombic

Colour, habit colourless, regular prism

Crystal size (mm) 0.28�/0.22�/0.14

Space group P212121

Unit cell dimensions

a (Å) 7.1577(3)

b (Å) 7.2892(5)

c (Å) 14.9510(10)

Z 4

Absorption coefficient (mm�1) 2.819

Radiation Mo Ka (l�/0.71073 Å)

2u Range (8) 5.44�/59.98

Reflections collected 2675

Independent reflections a 2276 (Rint�/2.15%)

Transmission factors (min, max) 0.257, 0.281

Final R indices [2156 I �/2s (I )] (%) a R1�/2.61, wR2�/6.74

Final R indices [all data] (%) a R1�/2.81, wR2�/6.88

Goodness-of-fit, S a 1.042

Data-to-parameters ratio 2276/128

a Rint, R1, wR2 and S are defined as follows:
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yielding a formula similar to that of Pb(AspH)(NO3) [9].

Nevertheless, the coordination geometry and the poly-

meric arrangement are different when substituting

Pb(II) by Cd(II). As expected from the conditions of

synthesis, the aspartate moiety presents two carboxylate

groups while the amine function is protonated. The

metal centre is seven-coordinated, with a geometry that

can be described as distorted octahedral, where the sixth

position is doubly occupied by two O atoms from the

bidentating nitrate ion. Remaining coordination sites

are occupied by one O atom from an crystallographic

equivalent nitrate ion trans to the first one and four O

atoms from 4 equiv. aspartate ligands cis to the nitrate

moieties, as described in Fig. 1. Coordination distances

span a range common for Cd(II) complexes [13],

2.213(3)�/2.600(3) Å. The distortion from an ideal

octahedral geometry is obvious, for example, from trans

angles O1�/Cd1�/O2?�/171.03(9)8, O3�/Cd1�/O4�/

149.38(10)8 and from the bite cis angle formed by the

nitrate ligand, O11�/Cd1�/O12�/51.02(9)8, while re-

maining angles are in the range 72.22(9)8�/133.58(10)8.
The complex is assembled in an original bi-dimen-

sional polymeric network composed of perpendicularly

connected chains (see Fig. 2). The main chains, running

along the crystallographic b axis, result from the

bridging character of the nitrate ion: O11 bridges 2

equiv. metallic centres, O12 is coordinated to one Cd

atom and O13 is coordination-free. The different

behaviour of each of these O atoms is clearly reflected
in the N�/O bond lengths (see Table 2), which can be

compared with the N�/O bond length of the free nitrate

ion, 1.21 Å [14]. The 2D-polymer is formed by the

connection of these chains through the a and b groups

of the aspartate ligands along the a axis of the

orthorhombic cell: O1 and O2 atoms from an aspartate

ligand bridge two neighbouring Cd atoms of the

previously described chain (running along the b axis)
and the O3 and O4 atoms of the same ligand bridge two

neighbouring Cd atoms of an other chain. In contrast to

the iso-formula Pb complex [9], C�/O bond lengths of

the a and b carboxylic groups in 1 fall in a small range,

1.248(4)�/1.273(4) Å. An other structural difference

between Pb(AspH)(NO3) and Cd(AspH)(NO3) is that

the polymeric connection of first one generates 18-

membered rings containing three Pb ions and three
AspH ligands, while for the last one the polymer

includes 14-membered rings based on two Cd ions and

two AspH ligands.

Moderate to weak hydrogen bonds sustain the cohe-

sion between the 2D layers stacked along the c axis. The

three H atoms of the ammonium group give short

contacts with the three O atoms of the nitrate anion,

with N�/H/� � �/O separations ranging from 2.31 to 2.64 Å
and angle from 118.08 to 148.38. The carboxylic groups

also participate as donor atoms in this network, with

contacts N1�/H1C/� � �/O2 (2.57 Å, 128.08) and N1�/H1B/

� � �/O3 (2.56 Å, 158.28). Finally, weak contacts are

directed approximately along the c axis, using the

aliphatic groups of the asp ligand as acceptor (C2 and

C3) and O atoms as donors (O1, O12 and O13). C�/H/� � �/
O distances and angles ranges are characteristic of weak
bonds: 2.48�/2.58 Å and 136.78�/171.08. (Table 3). These

interactions are illustrated in Fig. 3.

3.2. NMR spectra

3.2.1. 111Cd CP-MAS NMR spectra

Usually, 113Cd is preferred since it has a slightly

higher receptivity, but 111Cd can also be used without an

appreciable receptivity loss. As there is no primary
isotope effect, results obtained on both isotopes can be

directly compared [15]. As a tool for elucidating the

coordination environment on the cadmium atom, a

general observed trend for the Cd nuclei chemical shifts

has been described [16,17]: shielding on a Cd atom is: (1)

decreased when it is bonded to nitrogen (low field shift);

(2) increased when bonded to oxygen (high field shift),

but (3) decreased when it is part of a chelate ring. In the
Cd CP-MAS spectra, distortions from octahedral sym-

metry are sufficient to produce large chemical shift

anisotropies [18].

Table 2

Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (8) for complex 1

Bond lengths

Cd(1)�/O(1) 2.213(3) Cd(1)�/O(4)#1 2.242(2)

Cd(1)�/O(2)#2 2.258(2) Cd(1)�/O(3)#3 2.273(2)

Cd(1)�/O(12) 2.464(3) Cd(1)�/O(11) 2.529(3)

Cd(1)�/O(11)#4 2.600(3) C(1)�/O(1) 1.254(4)

C(1)�/O(2) 1.273(4) C(4)�/O(3) 1.250(4)

C(4)�/O(4) 1.248(4) N(11)�/O(13) 1.219(4)

N(11)�/O(12) 1.258(4) N(11)�/O(11) 1.272(4)

Bond angles

O(1)�/Cd(1)�/O(4)#1 87.15(10) O(1)�/Cd(1)�/O(2)#2 171.03(9)

O(4)#1�/Cd(1)�/

O(2)#2

101.38(10) O(1)�/Cd(1)�/O(3)#3 91.27(10)

O(4)#1�/Cd(1)�/

O(3)#3

149.38(10) O(2)#2�/Cd(1)�/

O(3)#3

82.81(10)

O(1)�/Cd(1)�/O(12) 85.36(10) O(4)#1�/Cd(1)�/O(12) 127.67(9)

O(2)#2�/Cd(1)�/O(12) 87.19(10) O(3)#3�/Cd(1)�/O(12) 82.56(10)

O(1)�/Cd(1)�/O(11) 85.49(10) O(4)#1�/Cd(1)�/O(11) 76.80(9)

O(2)#2�/Cd(1)�/O(11) 93.70(9) O(3)#3�/Cd(1)�/O(11) 133.58(10)

O(12)�/Cd(1)�/O(11) 51.02(9) O(1)�/Cd(1)�/O(11)#4 105.87(10)

O(4)#1�/Cd(1)�/

O(11)#4

72.22(9) O(2)#2�/Cd(1)�/

O(11)#4

79.67(9)

O(3)#3�/Cd(1)�/

O(11)#4

78.87(10) O(12)�/Cd(1)�/

O(11)#4

158.40(9)

O(11)�/Cd(1)�/

O(11)#4

146.20(6) O(1)�/C(1)�/O(2) 125.5(3)

O(1)�/C(1)�/C(2) 115.8(3) O(2)�/C(1)�/C(2) 118.6(3)

O(3)�/C(4)�/O(4) 128.5(3) O(3)�/C(4)�/C(3) 117.6(3)

O(4)�/C(4)�/C(3) 113.8(3)

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: #1,

�/x�/1, y�/1/2, �/z�/1/2; #2, �/x , y�/1/2, �/z�/1/2; #3, x�/1, y , z ; #4,

�/x , y�/1/2, �/z�/1/2.

L. Gasque et al. / Polyhedron 21 (2002) 935�/941 937



In Cd(AspH)NO3 (I), where there are seven oxygen

atoms coordinated to each cadmium, an isotropic

chemical shift of �/78.6 ppm relative to

[Cd(H2O)6](ClO4)2, was observed. In the latter each

Fig. 1. The coordination environment for Cd atoms in 1 (right side) compared with the observed coordination environment in the isoformular Pb

complex [9] (left side). Note that the metal centre is seven-coordinated in 1 and six-coordinated in Pb(AspH)(NO3), leaving a large space available for

a lone pair in the latter case. Thermal ellipsoids for 1 are at 50% probability level and symmetry codes used to generate equivalent atoms are the

following: (A) x�/1, y , z ; (B) �/x , y�/1/2, �/z�/1/2, (C) �/x , y�/1/2, �/z�/1/2; (D) �/x�/1, y�/1/2; �/z�/1/2.

Fig. 2. The 2D polymeric layers of 1 viewed along the [001] axis. The inset shows a stick representation of two layers in a view normal to the [010]

axis, i.e. as observed rotating the main figure around [100] by an angle of 908. Note that no inter-layers contacts are observed, justifying the

description of the polymer as an actual 2D framework. In both figures, H atoms are omitted for clarity.

L. Gasque et al. / Polyhedron 21 (2002) 935�/941938



Cd atom is coordinated octahedrally to six oxygen

atoms from water molecules [19,20] i.e. a high field

shifting is observed, as expected from the general trends

mentioned above.

Nitrate chelation may be the cause of the apparent

second order coupling between 111Cd and 14N in

complex I as it can be seen in Fig. 4(b), together with

the deconvoluted spectrum from which it is possible to

see a 1:2:1 pattern, that displays a coupling constant of

125 Hz. As far as we know, there are no reported values

for this second order coupling. This splitting includes

the second order coupling constant and the residual

splitting due to the residual dipolar interaction between
111Cd and 14N [21,22].

On the other hand, the spectrum for compound II has

a very irregular, broad signal centred on 70 ppm with

the highest peak in 36 ppm. This positive chemical shift

is indicative of a coordination to one or more nitrogen
atoms. Unfortunately, it is not possible to observe the

coupling pattern between 111Cd and 14N. There are

examples in the literature [22�/26] of Cd�/N environ-

ments that do not show noticeable coupling. In these

cases, the observed line widths have been greater than

the coupling. In complex II, the cadmium atom seems to

be immersed in very asymmetrical site, and therefore, in

spite of the spin rate used to obtain the spectrum,
anisotropy could not be removed.

3.2.2. 13C CP-MAS NMR spectra
13C NMR chemical shifts (ppm) are shown in Table 4.

Compound II presents only one signal for carboxylic

carbon atoms; indicating that in this compound the

chemical environment for both carboxylates is quite

similar. In compound I, however, even though both

carboxylate groups are coordinated to cadmium nuclei,
COOb is involved in the strongest H-bond present in the

crystal (H/� � �/O2�/2.259 Å; N/� � �/O2�/2.838 Å) with a H

atom from the NH3
� group; besides, the other oxygen

atom (O1) in COOb has the strongest interaction with

Cd2� (shortest bond distance). Both interactions can

cause a downfield shift for the COOb carbon atom.

For compound II, not only the carboxylate carbon

atoms show a sensible shift, but also the aliphatic ones.
This could suggest the formation of a six membered

chelate ring by the coordination of the amino group and

the COOb, in agreement with the observed Cd-CP-MAS

data.

3.2.3. 1H NMR versus pH

At a pH value close to the one used for crystallisation,

the aminoacid, in presence of Cd2�, develops a pattern

of an ABC [27] spin system in the a-H signal (Fig. 5).
Considering the protonation state of the amine, a

possible interpretation would be the formation of a

chelate ring by the bonding of both carboxylate groups

Table 3

Hydrogen-bonds (Å and 8), H/� � �/AB/r (Å)�/2.000 Å and D�/H/� � �/A�/1108

D H A Symmetry for A D�/H H/� � �/A D/� � �/A D�/H/� � �/A

N1 H1A O11 x , y�/1, z 0.890 2.462 2.985 117.96

N1 H1A O13 x�/1/2, �/y�/3/2, �/z 0.890 2.561 3.139 123.24

N1 H1A O12 x�/1/2, �/y�/3/2, �/z 0.890 2.637 3.320 134.26

N1 H1B O2 0.890 2.259 2.838 122.48

N1 H1B O3 �/x�/1, y�/1/2, �/z�/1/2 0.890 2.559 3.401 158.19

N1 H1C O12 x�/1, y�/1, z 0.890 2.310 3.103 148.31

N1 H1C O2 �/x�/1, y�/1/2, �/z�/1/2 0.890 2.568 3.193 127.95

D, donor atom; A, acceptor atom.

Fig. 3. Hydrogen bonding network.
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(a and b) to cadmium. By doing so, both b hydrogen

atoms would become distinguishable turning into a BC

spin system rather than B2.
When the amine group deprotonates, at a higher pH

value, a different chelate ring is feasible due to the

coordination of the amino group and the a carboxylate

oxygen atom, releasing the b carboxylate and therefore,

both hydrogen atoms on the CH2 moiety become again

indistinguishable, causing the system to return to an

AB2 pattern. As it has been discussed, the compound as

is isolated near pH 4, has no chelate rings formed by the

two carboxylates and formation of a 3D polymer is

preferred.

The accumulation of information on structural details

of cadmium aqueous coordination chemistry*/which is

currently scarce*/will hopefully contribute to a better

understanding of this metal ion’s interaction with

biological molecules.

4. Supplementary material

Crystallographic data have been deposited with the

CCDC. Copies of this information may be obtained free

of charge from The Director, CCDC, 12 Union Road,

Cambridge, CB2 1EZ, UK (fax: �/44-1223-336033; e-

mail: deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk or www: http://

www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk) quoting the deposition number

CCDC 169070.
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Fig. 4. 111Cd NMR spectrum.

Table 4
13C NMR chemical shifts (ppm)

Nucleus AspH2 NaAspH Cd(AspH)NO3 (I) Cd(Asp) (II)

COOa 176.32 174.24 174.56 180.67

CH 54.11 48.9 55.16 52.23

CH2 38.26 34.85 34.76 40.50

COOb 175.25 174.24 182.75 180.67

Fig. 5. 1H NMR signal for aC�/H at different pH values (Fig. 1).
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